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TITLE

Methods and Apparatus for Borehole Sensing Including Downhole Tension Sensing

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application number

10/104,320 filed 22 March 2002 and entitled "Method and Apparatus for Borehole

Sensing," which is hereby incorporated in its entirety by this reference.

FIELD

[0002] This relates to oil and gas exploration and production, and more

particularly to conveyed borehole sensor systems.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Borehole seismic data can be utilized to refine surface seismic data

prior to drilling production wellbores. Borehole seismic data can further be gathered on

a continuing or recurrent basis to monitor subsurface formations and reservoirs during

production of the well. The gathering of seismic data on a continuing basis facilitates

extraction of gas or oil deposits.

[0004] Borehole seismic surveys are usually conducted by placing seismic

receivers in a borehole and firing a seismic source at the surface to generate an acoustic

wave. The receivers are often placed in a shuttle and deployed downhole for the

duration of the survey. The receivers are generally retrieved following the survey. The

amount of information that can be obtained in borehole seismic surveys is sometimes

limited by the logistics of deploying the shuttles downhole.



[0005] As borehole surveys have advanced, the number of receivers and the

distance between receivers and sources has generally increased to improve the ability to

detect formation characteristics in the undisturbed formation at increasing distances

from the borehole. Increasing the distance between the source and the receivers results

in deeper seismic wave penetration. Therefore the receivers detect signals that are

representative of conditions at greater distances from the borehole. Nevertheless,

increasing the distance between sources and receivers also requires an increased tool

length, and longer tools can cause difficulties with deployment. Increased distances

between sources and receivers also result in longer logging periods, more down-time for

the drilling rigs, and higher costs.

[0006] A downhole seismic logging tool for generating a seismic survey may

include a proximal logging head, telemetry electronics, data acquisition electronics, and

an array of shuttles interconnected by flexible cables. The logging head, and the

sections for telemetry electronics and acquisition electronics are generally quite heavy

and connected in series. The shuttles in the array, on the other hand, are usually small

and relatively light for better acoustic performance. The entire logging tool is usually

deployed by an armored logging cable connected by the logging head. The tension on

the logging cable is typically monitored by a surface cable winch.

[0007] There are substantial risks involved when advancing and retracting the

array of shuttles into and out of a wellbore. For example, if a shuttle is obstructed

when a logging tool is advanced downhole, the interconnect cable tends to collect on

the obstructed shuttle. If an operator notices an obstructed shuttle (by monitoring

tension at the uphole winch), he can stop the winch and attempt to avoid cable tangling,

but many times an obstructed shuttle is generally difficult to notice until the cable

becomes hopelessly entangled, especially when the number of shuttles is large, and the



weight of a shuttle is small compared to the entire weight of the array, small change in

conveyance tension is difficult to detect.

[0008] To avoid shuttle encumbrances, shuttles are sometimes locked radially

inward by mechanical arms, springs, or magnetic clamps. However, shuttles are often

released and stationed at a single location for a period of time while measurements are

taken. When the shuttles are stationary, the cables can become trapped, by, for

example, a cable being pulled into the mud cake as a result of differential pressures

between the borehole and an adjacent formation. The differential sticking can occur for

hundreds of meters of cable such that the logging tool below the stuck cable can not be

retrieved.

[0009] As mentioned above, cable tension is often monitored at surface as a

tool is deployed downhole. However, a surface tension measurement is far from fail

safe. Logging tool cables are generally long and heavy, and therefore the surface

tension is ever-increasing. Small changes in tension can easily go undetected until well

after excess cable accumulates over an obstructed tool. After a deployment of any

significant distance, the cable is much heavier than a downhole tool, and the surface

tension changes are dominated by the weight of the lengthening cable. Only a very

small fraction of the surface tension measured will be a result of an obstructed tool.

Accordingly, a stuck tool may result in a tangled cable, which makes tool recovery

difficult.

[0010] If a downhole logging tool gets stuck, one way to recover the tool is by

conventional "fishing." However, it is important to know what section of the tool is

stuck in order to plan a recovery operation. Generally, there are two ways to fish out a

downhole tool. One way is to put the cable in tension and increase the tension above

the capacity of a pre-designated weak point at the logging head known as an overpull



operation. The weak point breaks above a certain tension, and once broken the cable

can generally be removed from the wellbore. Following removal of the cable, an

"overshot" may be send downhole. An "overshot" may be a series of connected drill-

pipes with a distal grabber. When the overshot reaches to the logging head, it grabs the

tool. Drill-pipe is generally much stronger than cable, and the drill-pipe is retracted,

usually bringing the tool with it. In the case of a tool having an array of sensor

shuttles, connected by flexible cable, below the logging head and telemetry section, if

the head and telemetry sections are not anchored, the overpull operation causes the head

and telemetry sections to drop onto the sensor array such that a fishing operation is not

possible over the tangled cable.

[0011] Another way to begin a downhole tool recovery operation is to cut the

logging cable at the surface. Generally the cable is clamped at the wellhead prior to

cutting. A drillstring is then run over the cable, and the drillstring eventually grabs and

retrieves the stuck tool. This process is often referred to as "cut and thread," and is

very time consuming.

SUMMARY

[0012] The present disclosure addresses at least some of the above-described

needs and others. Specifically, one embodiment provides an apparatus comprising a

borehole conveyance system tool. The borehole conveyance system tool comprises a

conveyance, a sensor array disposed on the conveyance, and an acquisition electronics

section disposed on the conveyance distal of the sensor array. In one embodiment, the

acquisition electronics section comprises a logging head, telemetry electronics, and

acquisition electronics. In one embodiment, the logging head comprises a weak point

and a tension meter, the tension meter capable of reporting a measured tension.



[0013] In some embodiments, the sensor array comprises a plurality of spaced

acoustic receivers. In one embodiment, the sensor array comprises a distal end of the

conveyance. In one embodiment, the conveyance is a wire line cable and each acoustic

receiver is packaged in a shuttle, the shuttle being approximately flush with an outer

diameter of the wire line cable. In one embodiment the conveyance is a wire line cable

and each acoustic receiver is embedded in the wire line cable.

[0014] One embodiment of the apparatus further comprises a downhole

tension meter (which is capable of reporting a measured tension value or number)

between the sensor array and the acquisition electronics section. One embodiment

further comprises a weak point disposed between the sensor array and the acquisition

electronics section.

[0015] In one embodiment, the sensor array comprises a plurality of acoustic

receivers, and the apparatus further comprises a tension meter (capable of reporting a

measured tension) disposed between at least one adjacent pair of acoustic receivers. In

one embodiment, the sensor array comprises a plurality of acoustic receivers, and the

apparatus further comprises a tension meter disposed between each adjacent pair of

acoustic receivers. One embodiment further comprises a weak point disposed between

each adjacent pair of acoustic receivers.

[0016] In one embodiment, the sensor array comprises a plurality of acoustic

receivers, each acoustic receiver attached to another adjacent acoustic receiver by an

interconnect cable. The interconnect cable comprises a weak point and a tension meter.

In one embodiment the conveyance comprises a wireline logging cable.

[0017] One embodiment of the apparatus further comprises a hollow fishing

tool. The hollow fishing tool comprises an internal passage capable of sliding over the

conveyance and over the sensor array. The hollow fishing tool comprises a grabbing



mechanism for grabbing the acquisition electronics section. In one embodiment, the

hollow fishing tool is attached to a distal end of a drillpipe. In one embodiment, the

grabbing mechanism comprises barbed teeth configured to grab a logging head of the

acquisition electronics section.

[0018] One aspect provides a method comprising conveying a seismic sensing

tool into a borehole (the seismic sensing tool comprising a sensor array and an

acquisition electronics section disposed distal of the sensor array), and weighing down

the sensor array with the acquisition electronics section. In one embodiment the

method further comprises sensing tension between the sensor array and the acquisition

electronics section with a downhole tension meter located local to the sensor array and

acquisition electronics section, and reporting a tension measurement value uphole from

the tension meter. In one embodiment, the method further comprises sensing tension

between sensors of the sensor array with one or more downhole tension meters located

between adjacent sensors, and reporting a tension measurement value uphole from the

one or more tension meters.

[0019] Some embodiments of the method further comprise feeding a fishing

tool over a conveyance of the seismic sensing tool, sliding the fishing tool over the

sensor array, grabbing a head of the acquisition electronics section with the fishing tool,

and retrieving the acquisition electronics section. One method further comprises

breaking a weak point between the sensor array section (proximal) and the distal

acquisition electronics section, conveying a fishing tool to the acquisition electronics

section, grabbing a head of the acquisition electronics section with the fishing tool, and

retrieving the acquisition electronics section.

[0020] One embodiment comprises an acoustic logging tool. The acoustic

logging tool comprises a conveyance, an acquisition electronics section disposed on the



conveyance, a sensor array disposed on the conveyance, and at least one tension meter

(capable of measuring and reporting a tension value) local to the acquisition electronics

section and the sensor array. In one embodiment, at least one tension meter is located

between the acquisition electronics section and the sensor array. In one embodiment, at

least one tension meter is arranged between one or more sensors of the sensor array. In

one embodiment, at least one tension meter is located at a logging head of the

acquisition electronics section. In one embodiment, the acquisition electronics section

is arranged distal to the sensor array.

[0021] One embodiment comprises an acoustic logging tool fisher. The

acoustic logging tool fisher comprises a hollow mandrel having a first end attachable to

a drill pipe and a second end, the hollow mandrel comprising a passage therethrough; an

open-mouth taper at the second end, and an acoustic logging tool grabbing mechanism.

In one embodiment, the grabbing mechanism comprises a plurality of barbed teeth

extending radially inward from the passage for grabbing a head of an acoustic logging

tool.

[0022] One aspect provides a method of fishing out a stuck logging tool. The

method comprises feeding a hollow fishing tool over a wire line cable, grabbing the

logging tool, and retrieving the logging tool. In one embodiment, the method comprises

feeding the hollow fishing tool over an acoustic sensor array before grabbing the

logging tool.

[0023] One embodiment comprises a wireline conveyance having a sensor

section. Various sensors of the sensor section may attach to the conveyance, and a

weak point in the conveyance is located below the sensor section. Large main

electronics cartridges, weights, and/or other components may be attached to the

conveyance below the weak point. Such an arrangement may facilitate fishing a stuck



tool and, if necessary, breaking away the upper portion of the conveyance at the weak

point.

[0024] One embodiment comprises an apparatus and a method of removably

deploying sensor arrays. The method may include extending a coiled tube (or other

suitable conveyance including, but not limited a cable line, wire line or slickline)

downhole into a survey borehole. The coiled tube or other suitable conveyance may

include a plurality of shuttles attached thereto, and the shuttles include seismic sensor

packages. Some systems may include a magnetic clamp capable of multiple positions.

For example, in a non-magnetic clamping state, the plurality of seismic sensor packages

may be arranged adjacent to or generally flush with a survey tool. However, if the

magnetic clamp is activated, the seismic sensor package(s) may be clamped to the

borehole casing or borehole wall. One method may include magnetically unclamping a

plurality of seismic sensor packages and retracting the deployment mechanism to

remove the seismic sensors packages from the borehole. One method may include

magnetically unclamping the plurality of seismic sensor packages, repositioning the

seismic sensor packages in the borehole, and reclamping the seismic sensor packages.

Deploying, clamping, repositioning, and reclamping may be controllably executed at

the surface.

[0025] Some magnetic clamps disclosed herein are more compact as compared

to typical mechanical surface force clamping devices found in the prior art. Some of

the magnetic clamps disclosed herein do not involve engagement of or movement of

mechanical parts exposed outside shuttle. Also, some magnet clamps do not have to be

positioned in a side passageway away from a primary flow passageway of a well,

eliminating the need for mechanical anchoring arms (and enabling smaller shuttles).

One embodiment of a magnet clamp comprises a hydraulic actuator control system



adapted to hydraulically control a downhole actuator. In aspects disclosed herein, the

hydraulic actuator control system may be located at the surface, or inside the shuttle

body, or with the electronics section. The downhole actuator may position a magnet in

order to engage or disengage a seismic sensor package with a borehole wall. Electrical

actuator control systems may also be used to move the magnet and engage or disengage

a seismic sensor package. A downhole magnetic clamp offers more reliable package

movement as compared to typical mechanical surface force clamps, and may enable a

seismic sensor system to be used multiple times in different boreholes.

[0026] Another embodiment comprises a conveyance having a sensor section.

Various sensors of the sensor section are attached to the conveyance. Thus, the sensor

section may have a relatively small diameter substantially equal to the outer diameter of

the conveyance itself. A weak point in the conveyance may be formed below the sensor

section. Main electronics cartridges, weights, and/or other relatively large components

may comprise a diameter larger than the sensor section, and may be attached to the

conveyance below the weak point. Arranging a sensor section of relatively small

diameter proximal of main electronics and weight section may facilitate fishing an

obstructed tool, and, if necessary, breaking away the upper portion of the conveyance at

the weak point.

[0027] One embodiment incorporates one or more double-action or bow

springs with the sensor packages to facilitate coupling and decoupling of the sensor to a

borehole wall. A double-action spring can be adapted to both extend the shuttle away

from the conveyance and toward the borehole wall or casing, and retract the shuttle

back against the conveyance.

[0028] One embodiment utilizes hydraulic power to control positioning of a

magnet clamp. Hydraulic pressure from the surface may position an actuator, and the



actuator controls the position of the magnet to effect clamping and unclamping. A wire

line cable and a plurality of shuttles may be spooled downhole either in a clamped or an

undamped state. A magnet clamp can be initially activated prior to deployment for

permanent monitoring applications that do not require future deactivation. In some

cases, magnetic clamps may be pre-activated and deployed directly into a well bore as

the well bore is established.

[0029] Some embodiments provide methods and apparatus utilizing fiber optic

communication and sensor systems with a plurality of shuttle devices and associated

sensor packages. The shuttle devices may be directly attached to a coiled tubing, cable

line, wire line, slickline, or other suitable downhole conveyance, such as production

tubing. Shuttles provide housings for sensors or sensor packages, and each shuttle may

contain a magnetic coupling clamp enabling radial expansion and retraction of the

sensors or sensor packages. Thus, the sensors may be removably deployed downhole

into a survey borehole for recording multi-level three-dimensional borehole seismic

data or other operations. One borehole monitoring or deployment tool comprises a

coiled tubing, a cable line, wire line, slickline or other suitable conveyance containing a

plurality of shuttle devices having fiber optic seismic sensors.

[0030] In one embodiment, fiber optic systems operate passively and

downhole electronics and associated power are not required. Downhole fiber optic

components may improve reliability of a downhole seismic sensor system, particularly

in high temperature environments. Any electronics necessary for operating the fiber

optic sensor arrays can be located at the surface, where they can potentially be shared

with other wells and utilized for multiple downhole fiber optic sensor systems. Also,

fiber optic components may facilitate smaller profile tools and lighter weight systems.



[0031] One embodiment provides a method of calibrating a borehole sensing

system. The method includes providing a fiber optic sensor section on a conveyance

system comprising an optical communication fiber. Sensors of the fiber optic sensor

section are communicably linked and acoustically coupled to a transducer. The method

includes communicably linking the optical communication fiber to an optical

electronics converter and communicably linking the optical electronics converter to the

transducer. The method also includes introducing an optical signal into the

communication fiber, activating the transducers by detecting the optical signal with the

fiber optic sensors, exciting the fiber optic sensors by activating one or more

transducers, measuring a response of the sensors, determining an expected response of

the sensors based on input optical signal, and comparing measured response with

expected response of the fiber optic sensors.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0032] The accompanying drawings illustrate certain embodiments and are a

part of the specification.

[0033] FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic view depicting a typical well site. FIG. 1

illustrates a representative cross section of subsurface formations with a borehole

extending therethrough;

[0034] FIG. 2 is an enlarged diagrammatic cutaway view of a cable line tool

according to one embodiment;

[0035] FIG. 3A is a diagrammatical cross section of a shuttle shown in FIG. 2

revealing borehole sensors and a magnet clamp;

[0036] FIG. 3B is a schematic representation of principles of acoustic

isolation in accordance with the disclosure herein;



[0037] FIG. 4A is a cross section of the magnet clamp showing a hydraulic

actuator and a magnet element in a clamp position according to one embodiment;

[0038] FIG. 4B is a cross section of the magnet clamp showing the hydraulic

actuator and the magnet element of FIG. 4A in a undamped position;

[0039] FIG. 5A is a diagrammatical section of a downhole survey tool with a

clamp in a first position according to another embodiment.

[0040] FIG. 5B is a diagrammatical section of the downhole survey tool and

clamp of FIG. 5A in a second position.

[0041] FIG. 5C is an enlarged view of a locking mechanism that may be used

with the clamp of FIGS. 5A and 5B according to one embodiment.

[0042] FIG. 6A is an enlarged view of another locking mechanism in a first

position that may be used with the clamp of FIGS. 5A and 5B (or others) according to

one embodiment.

[0043] FIG. 6B is an enlarged view of the locking mechanism of FIG. 6A in a

second position.

[0044] FIG. 7A is a diagrammatical section of another downhole survey tool

with a clamp in a first position according to one embodiment.

[0045] FIG. 7B is a diagrammatical section of the downhole survey tool and

clamp of FIG. 7A in a second position.

[0046] FIGS. 8A is a diagrammatical section of a wire line downhole survey

tool with a clamp in a first position according to one embodiment.

[0047] FIG. 8B is a diagrammatical section of the wireline downhole survey

tool and clamp of FIG. 8A in a second position;

[0048] FIG. 8C is a end-cross-sectional view of the wireline downhole survey

tool and clamp of FIG. 8B in the second position.



[0049] FIG. 9 is a schematic illustration of a downhole fiber optic sensor

arrangement according to one embodiment;

[0050] FIG. 10 is a functional diagram of a borehole seismic sensing system

according to one embodiment;

[0051] FIG. H A illustrates a conventional wire line tool system;

[0052] FIG. H B is a wire line tool system arrangement according to one

embodiment of the present invention;

[0053] FIG. 12A is a cross-sectional view of a fishing tool in proximity to a

survey tool logging head according to one embodiment;

[0054] FIG. 12B is a side view of a sensor package and locking arm according

to one embodiment.

[0055] FIG. 13A is a side view of two segments of drill pipe connected to a

fishing tool according to one embodiment.

[0056] FIG. 13B is a cross section of a portion of the drill pipe and fishing

tool of FIG. 13A in proximity to a stuck logging tool.

[0057] FIG. 14 is a partial cross section of a logging head portion of a survey

tool according to one embodiment.

[0058] FIG. 15 is a schematic of a survey system with a downhole tension

meter according to one embodiment.

[0059] FIG. 16A illustrates predetermined weak points and tension meters in

an acoustic survey tool according to one embodiment.

[0060] FIG. 16B illustrates an acoustic survey tool arrangement with

predetermined weak points according to another embodiment.

[0061] FIG. 17 is a cross-sectional view of a tension sensor according to one

embodiment;



[0062] FIG. 18 is a cross-sectional view of a tension sensor according to

another embodiment.

[0063] Throughout the drawings, identical reference numbers indicate similar,

but not necessarily identical elements. While the principles described herein are

susceptible to various modifications and alternative forms, specific embodiments have

been shown by way of example in the drawings and will be described in detail herein.

However, it should be understood that the invention is not intended to be limited to the

particular forms disclosed. Rather, the invention includes all modifications, equivalents

and alternatives falling within the scope of the appended claims.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0064] Illustrative embodiments and aspects are described below. It will of

course be appreciated that in the development of any such actual embodiment,

numerous implementation-specific decisions must be made to achieve the developers'

specific goals, such as compliance with system-related and business-related constraints,

that will vary from one implementation to another. Moreover, it will be appreciated

that such a development effort might be complex and time-consuming, but would

nevertheless be a routine undertaking for those of ordinary skill in the art having the

benefit of this disclosure.

[0065] Reference throughout the specification to "one embodiment," "an

embodiment," "some embodiments," "one aspect," "an aspect," or "some aspects"

means that a particular feature, structure, method, or characteristic described in

connection with the embodiment or aspect is included in at least one embodiment of the

present invention. Thus, the appearance of the phrases "in one embodiment" or "in an

embodiment" or "in some embodiments" in various places throughout the specification



are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment. Furthermore, the particular

features, structures, methods, or characteristics may be combined in any suitable

manner in one or more embodiments. The words "including" and "having" shall have

the same meaning as the word "comprising."

[0066] Moreover, inventive aspects lie in less than all features of a single

disclosed embodiment. Thus, the claims following the Detailed Description are hereby

expressly incorporated into this Detailed Description, with each claim standing on its

own as a separate embodiment of this invention.

[0067] The present disclosure provides, among other things, apparatus and

methods for removably deploying and/or fishing seismic sensor arrays in a borehole of

wellbore for efficiently recording subsurface seismic data, magnetically clamping

sensor packages to wellbore casings or walls, and measuring survey tool tension

downhole. One embodiment is designed with a plurality of shuttle containers

("shuttles"), each shuttle containing a sensor array. In one embodiment, the shuttles are

attached along the wire line, coiled tubing or other deployment mechanism. One

apparatus is adapted to lower or spool the wire line down the borehole then actuate a

magnetic clamp (which may be integral with the shuttle) to magnetically clamp and

acoustically couple the sensors to a borehole casing. As described in more detail

below, one or more magnetic clamps may be deactuated to unclamp the sensors from

the borehole casing. The wire line or cable line may be advanced and retracted with a

spooling mechanism known by those of ordinary skill in the art having the benefit of

this disclosure. Some embodiments include predetermined weak points to aid in the

retrieval of stuck tools, and some embodiment downhole survey tool tension meters.

[0068] Turning now to the drawings, and in particular to FIG. 1, a

diagrammatic view of a well site 100 is shown in partial cross section. The well site



100 and associated apparatus described below may be used to conduct a seismic survey

or a well bore log. The well site 100 includes well equipment and instrumentation 102

at the surface and may include any instrumentation and monitoring systems known to

those of ordinary skill in the art having the benefit of this disclosure. The well site 100

includes a surface seismic source, which is depicted in FIG. 1 as a vibration vehicle

104, in proximity to a well bore 110. A downhole tool, such as a logging tool 111,

extends into the well bore 110. A plurality of lines 106 represents seismic waves or

vibrations traveling through subsurface formations 108. The seismic waves generate

seismic data that can be sensed by sensors or sensor arrays 113 of the logging tool 111.

Some of the equipment shown at the well site 100 may be used to control and monitor

production operations.

[0069] As shown in FIG. 1, the logging tool 111 may be conveyed by a wire

line or cable line 112, but the logging tool 111 may also comprise a coiled tubing or any

other conveyance, for example, production tubing, according to the principles described

herein. The logging tool 111 may be deployed or spooled to extend into the well bore

110 as shown. The logging tool may include the sensor arrays 113 spaced along the

wire line 112. In some embodiments, the logging tool 111 may comprise a logging-

while-drilling (LWD) tool. In some embodiments, the sensor arrays 113 are

permanently deployed for continuous production well monitoring. In the embodiment

of FIG. 1, the sensor arrays 113 are part of the logging tool 111 and are temporarily

deployed to perform a subsurface seismic survey. Following a seismic survey or well

bore 110 logging operation, the logging tool 111 may be retracted. Thus the logging

tool 111 may be used for seismic surveys in multiple wells. When the logging tool 111

is positioned at a desired location in the well bore 110, the vibration vehicle 104 or

other seismic source may be activated and the seismic data is recorded. It will be



understood that the diagram of FIG. 1 is general in nature and used only to illustrate the

placement of seismic sensors in a well bore and in proximity to a seismic source to

facilitate a seismic survey. Details of certain embodiments of the logging tool 111 or

other sensor systems are described below.

[0070] FIG. 2 is a cutaway view, shown partially in cross-section, of a

borehole casing 202 that may extend into the well bore 110 (FIG. 1) according to one

embodiment. As shown in FIG. 2, the wire line 112 extends into the casing 202 and

supports a shuttle 204 (which may comprise one of the sensor arrays 113 (FIG. I)). The

wire line 112 and the attached shuttle 204 may be deployed or spooled into the casing

202 as indicated by arrows 206. In the embodiment of FIG. 2, the shuttle 204 houses a

borehole sensor or sensor array, and may include a magnetic clamping device

(discussed below) to acoustically couple the sensor array to the borehole casing 202.

Accordingly, the wire line 112 may comprise at least one communication line and can

include at least one clamp actuation line. The communication line of the wire line 112

(or any other conveyance) may comprise one or more fiber optic lines interfacing with

one or more fiber optic acoustic sensor devices for uphole transmission of seismic data.

The communication line may also comprise one or more electric lines interfacing with

electrical sensors. The clamp actuation line, if included, may comprise any appropriate

actuator line (hydraulic, electronic, optic, etc.) adapted to actuate a clamp such as a

magnetic clamp (discussed below).

[0071] FIG. 3A is a magnified view of the shuttle 204 shown in FIG. 2. As

mentioned above, the shuttle 204 is attached to the wire line 112. The shuttle 204 may

house a fine wire suspension line 302 which is part of an acoustic isolator 304 between

an internal sensor package 308 and the shuttle 204. The shuttle 204 and the sensor

package 308 are designed to be mechanically reliable and acoustically isolated. That is,



the sensor package 308 is isolated from the dynamics of the shuttle 204 and the wire

line 112 to facilitate independent seismic recording at each sensor package 308.

[0072] Referring to FIG. 3B, in order to describe the acoustic isolation

between the shuttle 204 and the sensor package 308, we will consider the shuttle 204

(and the wireline 112 or other conveyance) as "media 1," the fine wire suspension line

302 as "media 2," and the sensor package 308 as "media 3." Acoustic impedance "Z" is

a function of cross sectional area, material density, and sound velocity through the

media. For example, acoustic impedance of media 1 is expressed as:

Z1=S1P1C1

Where Z is acoustic impedance;

S is cross sectional area of the media;

p is density of the media; and

c is the speed of sound through the media.

Wave reflection (R) and transmission (T) from media 1 to media 2 is written as:

1 Zx + Z2
l Eq. (1)

27
T. - = — L

Z Z2

where I1 is the intensity of acoustic wave in media (1).

[0073] For small Z2, amplitude is doubled, but power is reduced because of

the small acoustic impedance. Further, the wave transmission from media 1 to media 3

through media 2 is:



For Z2 « Z1 and Z2« Z3:

T = -I E q -(3)
3 Z3

l

Because Z is small, the transmitted wave amplitude is also small. And for constant p

and c :

Accordingly, the transmitted wave amplitude is reduced by the ratio of the cross

sectional area of the media.

[0074] The acoustic isolator 304, which may comprise the fine wire

suspension line 302 or other medium with a much smaller cross-sectional area than

adjacent media, tends to reduce acoustic transmission between adjacent media and is

effective to acoustically isolate each sensor package 308 from the acoustic noise and/or

motion transmitted through the wire line 112 or shuttle 204. The acoustic isolator 304

allows seismic signals from adjacent formations to be acquired without interference

from the dynamics of the shuttle carrier 204 and the wire line 112.

[0075] By acoustically isolating the relatively low-mass sensor package 304

from the relatively high-mass shuttle 204 with an intermediate medium such as the fine

wire suspension line 302, the ratio of a clamping force (discussed below) to a moving

mass (i.e. sensor package 304) increases. A higher ratio of clamping force to moving

mass may provide better coupling conditions between the sensor package 304 and the

casing 202 when coupling is desired. In addition, although the apparatus described

above with reference to FIGS. 2-3 may be used for acoustic isolation, the sensor

package 304 may be acoustically coupled to or acoustically isolated from the shuttle



204 by other apparatus, including arrangements wherein the sensor package is

permanently affixed to an interior of the shuttle 204 prior to downhole deployment.

[0076] One embodiment of the survey tool 111 (FIG. 1) utilizes fiber optic

geophones as the sensors of the sensor package 308. Fiber optic geophones are

generally available for commercial purposes and convert seismic energy into electro-

optical signals that can be transmitted across fiber optic communication lines.

Accordingly, in embodiments that include fiber optic geophones, the wire line 112

includes one or more fiber optic communication lines for transmitting seismic data

uphole. Nevertheless, the sensors of the sensor package 308 may also comprise

hydrophones, geophones, three-axis seismic sensors, or geophone accelerometers, or

other devices.

[0077] As mentioned above, the shuttle 204 may include or house a clamp to

facilitate acoustic coupling between the sensor packages 308 and the casing 202 (or

borehole wall). Acoustic clamps may comprise many different embodiments, some of

which are described below. Referring to FIGS. 4A and 4B, a schematic representation

of one magnetic clamp 400 is shown in a first or actuated position (FIG. 4A) and a

second or deactuated position (FIG. 4B). The magnetic clamp 400 moves seismic

sensors or the sensor package 308. An actuator device 410 may be used to position a

magnet such as a permanent magnet 402 of the magnetic clamp 400. In one

embodiment, the permanent magnet 402 comprises a generally cylindrical shape and is

polarized radially. In the embodiment of FIGS. 4A and 4B, the permanent magnet 402

is reciprocally mounted within the shuttle 204 on pole pieces 406. The reciprocal

mounting allows the permanent magnet 402 to rotate about a cylindrical axis 407. A

first position of the permanent magnet 402 shown in FIG. 4A represents a "clamp on"

or acoustic clamping position. When the permanent magnet 402 is positioned as shown



in FIG. 4A, the sensor package 308 is forced or clamped in the direction of a first arrow

408.

[0078] A second position of the permanent magnet 402 is shown in FIG. 4B

and represents a "clamp off or release position. Generally, the sensor package 308 is

not acoustically coupled to an adjacent casing or formation when the permanent magnet

402 is in the second position. In the second position, a force is applied to the sensor

package 308 in a second direction represented by the second arrow 409.

[0079] The clamp 400 is activated when the actuator device 410 rotates the

permanent magnet 402 approximately ninety degrees from the second position shown in

FIG. 4B to the first position shown in FIG. 4A. Magnetic flux (represented by lines

403 and 404 in FIGS. 4A and 4B, respectively) changes as the permanent magnet

rotates. When the permanent magnet is in the first position shown in FIG. 4A, the

clamping force tends to force the sensor package 308 radially outward in the direction

of the first arrow 408 toward the casing 202 (FIG. 2). The clamping force is

perpendicular to the casing 202. The clamp 400 may be operatively connected to

and/or integral with the sensor package 308, and is generally lightweight. Accordingly,

the effective clamping mass is relatively small as compared to the shuttle 204.

[0080] In the embodiment of FIGS. 4A and 4B, the actuating device 410 is a

hydraulic actuator. A hydraulic line 412 allows for remote actuation of the actuating

device 410. The actuating device 410 may also be activated by any other appropriate

actuator means including, but not limited to, an electrical actuator or an

electromechanical actuator (in which case an appropriate corresponding signal line may

replace the hydraulic line 412).

[0081] Another clamp 500 embodiment is shown in FIGS. 5A-5C. FIGS. 5A

and 5B illustrate a downhole survey tool 502, and the clamp 500 may include a bias



member such as a bow spring 506. The survey tool 502 also includes the sensor

package 308 attached to a conveyance, such as the wireline 112, by the bow spring 506.

The clamp 500 may also include a first magnet 508 affixed to the wireline 112 and a

second magnet 504 included with the sensor package 308. The clamp 500 may also

include a locking mechanism such as a shear pin 509 between the sensor package 308

and the first magnet 508.

[0082] FIG. 5A illustrates a first or retracted position for the clamp 500 and

the sensor package 308. In the first position shown in FIG. 5A, the second magnet 504

is arranged with its poles generally perpendicular to the poles of the first magnet 508.

Accordingly, there may be a magnet attraction, a neutral force, or even a small repelling

force between the first and second magnets 508, 504. However, in the first position, the

shear pin 509 attaches the sensor package 308 to the first magnet 508 (or the wireline

112 or other conveyance).

[0083] However, when the clamp 500 is actuated, the sensor package 308

tends to move radially away from the wire line 112 as shown in FIG. 5B. The sensor

package 308 may be acoustically coupled to the casing 202 when the clamp 500 is

activated. The clamp 500 may be activated, for example, by rotating the second magnet

504 to an orientation with respect to the first magnet 508 to a position that generates a

repelling force sufficient to shear the shear pin 509. FIG. 5C illustrates in detail one

orientation of the first and second magnets 508, 504 wherein the poles of each magnet

are aligned generally parallel to one another to generate a repelling force on the sensor

package 308 in the direction of arrow 507 sufficient to overcome the shear strength of

the shear pin 509.

[0084] The sensor package may be retracted by the clamp 500 into the first

position of FIG. 5A when, for example, the survey tool 502 is deployed, retracted, or



otherwise moved. The second magnet 504 may be oriented to generate an attraction

force with the first magnet 508 to collapse the bow spring 506 in the first position (if

the shear pin 509 has already been broken). In some embodiments, however, there may

be a protective sheath removably mounted over the bow spring 506 during deployment,

and in some embodiments the shear pin 509 may be omitted.

[0085] In some embodiments, when the survey tool 502 has entered a cased

borehole and reached a desired depth, the second magnet 504 on the sensor package 308

is actuated (e.g. via the actuator control line 412 (FIG. 4B)). The clamp 500 is actuated

and the second magnet 504 changes or reverses polarity, breaking the shear pin 509,

and releasing the tension in the bow spring 506. The sensor package 308 is clamped to

the casing 202 when the clamp 500 is actuated by a combination of magnetic and spring

forces. Likewise, the sensor package 308 may be retracted by deactivating the £lamp

500 and changing or reversing the polarity of the second magnet 504 to generate an

attraction force.

[0086] Another locking mechanism that may be used with the clamp 500 is

illustrated in FIGS. 6A and 6B. Unlike the shear pin 509 arrangement of FIG. 5C, the

locking mechanism of FIGS. 6A and 6B may be reciprocated. In the embodiment of

FIGS. 6A and 6B, the shear pin 509 (FIG. 5C) is replaced by a spring 610, a rotating

hammer 612, and a locking bar 614. When the sensor package 308 (FIG. 5A) is in the

first position shown in FIG. 5A, the spring 610 is released, forcing a head 616 of the

hammer 612 into contact with the locking bar 614. The hammer 612 and the locking

bar 614 may hold the sensor package 308 in the first position until the second magnet

504 rotates and a repulsion force between the first and second magnets 508, 504 is

sufficient to overcome or compress the locking force of the spring 610 holding the

hammer 612 in engagement with the locking bar 614 as shown in FIG. 6B.



[0087] Another embodiment for a downhole survey tool 700 with a clamping

mechanism is shown in FIGS. 7A and 7B. In the embodiment of FIGS. 7A and 7B, the

survey tool 700 includes a recess 702 receptive of the sensor package 308. A clamp

704 may include a bias member such as a double-action bow spring 706. Similar to the

embodiment of FIGS. 5A-5C, the sensor package 308 of the survey tool 700 is attached

to a conveyance such as coiled tubing 820 by the double-action bow spring 706 having

suitable attachment clamps at either end as depicted in FIGS. 7A and 7B. The clamp

704 may also include the first magnet 508 affixed to the coiled tubing 820 and the

second magnet 504 included with the sensor package 308.

[0088] The double-action bow spring 706 facilitates two sensor package 308

positions. The double-action bow spring 706 tends to one of two low energy positions.

The first position is shown in FIG. 7A wherein the sensor package is retracted in the

cavity 702 toward the coiled tubing 820. The second magnet 504 is arranged to

generate an attractive force with the first magnet 508 when the second magnet 504 is

oriented as shown in FIG. 7A. However, the clamp 704 may be activated and the

second magnet 504 may be rotated to a second position shown in FIG. 7B. The second

position of the second magnet 504 generates a repelling force between the first and

second magnets 508, 504 sufficient to move the double-action bow spring 706 and the

sensor package radially outward. When the double-action bow spring 706 crosses a

certain point moving radially outward, it automatically springs out or moves to the

second low energy position shown in FIG. 7B. The second position clamps the sensor

package 308 to the casing 202 or borehole wall, acoustically coupling the sensor

package 308 to an adjacent formation. The clamp 704 may be deactivated to re-orient

the second magnet 508 again and force a retraction of the double-action spring 706 and

thus the sensor package 308. The bow spring mechanism of FIGS. 7A and 7B may be



configured to function as an acoustic isolator based on the principles described above in

connection with FIGS. 3A and 3B.

[0089] Another embodiment for a downhole survey tool 800 with a clamping

mechanism is shown in FIGS. 8A - 8C. The embodiment of FIGS. 8A-8C illustrates

the shuttle 204 and sensor package 308 embedded in the wire line 112. The sensor

package 308 is initially embedded within the wire line 112 by a mold 802. Radially

interior of the mold 802 is a stress core 804 and a connector 805. Conductors 806 pass

through the shuttle 204. As depicted in FIGS. 8A - 8B, the mold 802, stress core 804,

and connector 805 attach the wire line 112 to the shuttle 204. The shuttle 204 houses

the first magnet 508. The sensor package 308 is attached to the shuttle 204 by a bow

spring mechanism 816. FIG. 8A illustrates the bow spring mechanism 816 in a first or

collapsed position with the sensor package 308 cradled within the shuttle 204. The bow

spring mechanism 816 is collapsed by the attractive forces between the first magnet 508

and the second magnet 504 in the same manner shown in FIGS. 7A-7B. FIG. 8B

illustrates the sensor package 308 in a second position extended radially outward from

the shuttle 204, which may establish a coupling interface between the sensor package

308 and the borehole casing 202. FIG. 8C illustrates an end-view cross-section of the

embodiment of FIGS. 8A and 8B. The bow spring mechanism of FIGS. 8A - 8C may

be configured to function as an acoustic isolator based on the principles described

above in connection with FIGS. 3A and 3B.

[0090] As mentioned above, some embodiments may include downhole

optical sensors and associated optical communication fibers. FIG. 9 is a schematic

representation of an optical communication fiber 902 linked to an optical electronics

converter 904. The optical electronics converter 904 is communicably linked to a fiber

optic seismic sensor 906, which may be calibrated by a transducer or transducers 908.



The transducers 908 may comprise piezoelectric transducers or electromagnetic

transducers. The fiber optic seismic sensor 906 may be calibrated downhole without

downhole power supplies or other complicated downhole electronics according to some

embodiments.

[0091] For example, the fiber optic seismic sensor 906 may be calibrated by

providing an uphole light source. The uphole light source transmits light via the optical

communication fiber 902. Photo detectors of the fiber optic seismic sensors 906

produce a modulated photo current, which activates the transducers 908. The

transducers 908 are acoustically coupled to and excite the fiber optic seismic sensors

906. By providing a known input signal and expected response, the fiber optic seismic

sensor 906 are calibrated. The same or different optical communication fibers 902 may

be used for measurement and calibration signals. In addition, one embodiment may

include a downhole capacitor to power the transducers 908. Opti-electric converters

may charge the capacitor from light transmitted along the optical communication fiber

902.

[0092] FIG. 10 is a functional diagram of one embodiment of a borehole

seismic sensing system 1000. The system 1000 includes a plurality of shuttles 204

along the wire line 112, each of which contains a sensor package (e.g. sensor package

308 in FIG. 7A). Other sensors may also be attached along the wire line 112, such as

the pressure/temperature (P/T) sensors 1002 shown in FIG. 10. The wire line 112 can

be adapted to carry various communication lines, including fiber optic sensor array

communication lines for a fiber optic system. The wire line 112 can also be adapted to

carry a hydraulic line or electrical line actuator to control actuation of one of the

magnetic clamps described above. Also shown in FIG. 10 is a downhole battery 1004

that can be utilized to support various power needs. Various monitoring and control



systems can be located at the surface such as an actuator control system 1006 which

controls actuation of the magnet clamp(s). A borehole sensor system 1008 monitors,

stores, and interprets the data output from the downhole seismic sensors (e.g. from the

sensor package 308 in FIG. 7A). Also, a P/T sensor system 1010 may be located at the

surface to monitor down-hole pressure and temperature. One embodiment may include

a distributed temperature sensor 1016, which is communicably linked to a distributed

temperature sensor (DTS) system 1012 for providing a continuous temperature profile.

Also, the system 1000 may include a cable length measurement system such as an

Optical Time Domain Reflectometer (OTDR) system 1014 as shown. An electrical

cartridge 1018 is shown on the wire line 112 below the sensor section.

[0093] Turning away now from systems and tools that may specifically

include downhole clamping systems, FIGS. H A and H B illustrate general

arrangements of borehole conveyance system tools, for example wire line acoustic

logging systems or tools 1100 and 1101. FIGS. H A and H B illustrate differences

between a conventional wire line acoustic logging system 1100 and one wire line

acoustic logging system 1101 according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Each wire line acoustic logging tool 1100, 1101 includes a wire line cable 1102, a

sensor or sensor array 1104, a logging head 1106, and an acquisition electronics section

1108 (which may include a telemetry cartridge 1105, and may also comprise the logging

head 1106). The acquisition electronics section 1108 may comprise a weight. In the

conventional wire line acoustic logging system 1100, the sensor array 1104 is arranged

distal of the acquisition electronics section 1108. The sensor array 1104 is relatively

light. Therefore, if the sensor array 1104 encounters resistance in a borehole, there is

little weight to pull the sensor array 1104 past the encumbrance. If the- sensor array is

encumbered, typically it will collapse on itself as the acquisition electronics section



1108 is advanced (interconnecting cables 1109 collapse in compression). However, the

proximal location of the acquisition electronics section 1108, and hence the logging

head 1106, allows conventional fishing tools to grab the logging head 1106 and retrieve

the acoustic logging tool 1100 if it gets stuck. Nevertheless, the conventional

arrangement of the acoustic logging tool 1100 of FIG. H A does not provide any

downward pull to the sensor array 1104 (other than the weight of shuttles 1107

themselves) may be prone to getting stuck.

[0094] On the other hand, according to the embodiment of FIG. HB, the

acquisition electronics section 1108 is disposed on the wire line cable 1102 distal of the

sensor array 1104. The distal arrangement of the heavier acquisition electronics section

1108 as shown in FIG. 1IB provides additional downward force to pull the sensor array

1104 through the borehole and past any encumbrances. However, it may be more

difficult to fish out the acoustic logging tool 1101 according to the arrangement of FIG.

H B if it does become stuck. In the embodiment of FIG. HB, the logging head 1106 is

distal of the sensor array 1104, rather than at a top of the acoustic logging tool 1101.

Therefore, in the embodiment of FIG. HB, the shuttles 1107 of the sensor array 1104

may be of reduced or relatively small diameter as compared to the conventional

arrangement of FIG. HA. The shuttle 1107 may even be flush or substantially flush

with and/or embedded in the wire line cable 1102 (e.g. the arrangement shown in FIGS.

8A-8C), facilitating the advance of a hollow fishing tool (such as a fishing tool 1200

described in more detail below with reference to FIGS. 12A- 12B) past the sensor array

1104 to gain access to the logging head 1106. The unique arrangement for the acoustic

logging tool 1101 shown in FIG. 1IB is not motivated or suggested by prior systems

because, among other reasons, conventional fishing tools may not be capable of fishing

out the tool without at least damaging the sensor array, and perhaps not at all.



[0095] The sensor array 1104 and the shuttles 1107 in the arrangement of

FIG. H B have a smaller outer diameter than the outer diameter of the logging head

1106 so that the fishing tool or overshoot 1200 shown in FIG. 12A can feed over or run

over the sensor array 1104. The shuttles 1107 having sensor packages are attached

along the wire line cable 1102 of the tool 1101 . The logging head 1106 may be sized to

fit into the fishing tool 1200 as described below. The remainder of the acquisition

electronics section 1108 may have a larger overall diameter than an inner diameter of

the fishing tool 1200.

[0096] According to the embodiment of FIG. 12A, the fishing tool 1200

comprises a hollow mandrel 1207 with an internal passage 1202 capable of sliding over

the wire line cable 1102 and over the sensor array 1104. The internal passage 1202 has

a diameter large enough to feed over the sensor array 1104 and the shuttles 1107

without damaging the array.

[0097] Each shuttle 1107 may have one or more locking arms 1120 pivotally

attached thereto as shown in FIG. 12B. The locking arms 1120 are attached to the

shuttle at a shear pin 1111. The locking arms 1120 may be arranged on one side of the

shuttle 1107 and, when actuated as shown, tend to move the shuttle 1107 toward a

casing or borehole wall (in FIG. 12B, the locking arm 1120 tends to push the shuttle

1107 to the left). The shear pin 1111 ensures that the locking arm 1120 does not create

a significant obstruction—if the locking arm catches on anything, a relatively small

force will break the shear pin 1111 and release the shuttle 1107. In some embodiments,

the locking arm 1120 may be extended and retracted as desired (electrically,

hydraulically, or otherwise) to move the shuttle 1107 or the sensor package into and out

of acoustic engagement with a casing or borehole wall.



[0098] A first end 1208 of the fishing tool 1200 may be attachable to a drill

pipe 1206. The drill pipe 1206 advances the fishing tool 1200 to the logging head

1106. FIG. 13A illustrates two joints of drill pipe 1206 attached to the fishing tool

1200. A second end 1210 of the fishing tool 1200 may comprise an open-mouth taper

1212. The open-mouth taper 1212 guides the fishing tool 1200 over the logging head

1106. In addition, the logging head 1106 as shown in the embodiment of FIG. 13B may

include a tapered end 1322 that also guides the fishing tool 1200 thereover.

[0099] A grabbing mechanism 1214 is arranged inside the internal passage

1202 at the second end 1210. In one embodiment, the grabbing mechanism 1214

comprises a plurality of barbed teeth. The barbed teeth of the grabbing mechanism

1214 allow the internal passageway 1202 to slide over the logging head 1106 as the

fishing tool 1200 is advanced toward the acoustic logging tool 1101, but grabs the

logging head 1106 and will not release when the fishing tool 1200 is retracted.

Therefore, if the acoustic logging tool 1101 is stuck in a borehole, the fishing tool 1200

may be attached to the drill pipe 1206 and fed over the wire line cable 1102 and the

sensor array 1104 until the grabbing mechanism 1214 engages the logging head 1106.

The fishing tool 1200 grabs the logging head 1106, and the drill pipe 1206 may be

retracted, retrieving with it the acoustic logging tool 1101.

[00100] In some cases, rather than feeding the fishing tool 1200 over the wire

line cable 1102 and the sensor array 1104, the wire line cable 1102 and/or the sensor

array 1104 may first be detached from the logging head 1106 prior to a retrieval

operation. Therefore, in some embodiments, including the embodiments shown in

FIGS. 12A and 14, there is a weak spot or predetermined break point 1418 between the

sensor array 1104 (FIG. 12A) and the logging head 1106. The wire line cable 1102 may

be pulled when the acoustic logging tool 1101 becomes stuck until the predetermined



break point 1418 fails, after which the wire line cable 1102 can be retracted uphole and

the fishing tool 1200 sent downhole.

[00101] Referring to FIG. 15, one of the difficulties encountered with acoustic

logging tools is determining when the logging tools, and specifically the shuttle or

sensors, encounter an obstruction. Therefore, it is not uncommon to include a tension

meter 1500 uphole when an acoustic logging tool 1502 is deployed into a borehole. The

tension meter 1500 typically measures an uphole total tension value (for example in

kilograms force or pounds force) as the acoustic logging tool 1502 is deployed. The

measured tension increases with the length (and therefore the weight) of the wire line

cable 1102. As the depth of the acoustic logging tool 1502 increases, the weight of the

wire line cable 1102 dominates and it becomes very difficult to determine by an uphole

tension measurement when any portion of the acoustic logging tool 1502 becomes stuck

(for example on obstacle 1504).

[00102] Therefore, according to some embodiments, the acoustic logging tool

1502 itself may include one or more tension meters capable of reporting a measured

tension value (for example, while downhole). FIG. 15 illustrates the benefits of tension

measurement local to the acoustic logging tool 1502. According to the exemplary

implementation of FIG. 15, the acoustic logging tool 1502 comprises the acquisition

electronics section 1108 weighing, for example, 100 kg. In addition, the sensor array

1104 may include five shuttles 1107, each of which (with their associated

interconnecting cables 1109) weighing, for example, approximately 20 kg. The wire

line cable 1102 weighs approximately 2000 kg at the length shown in FIG. 15. The

combined weight of the wire line cable 1102 and the acoustic logging tool 1502 in FIG.

15 would normally be 2200 kg. Accordingly, under normal conditions (nothing stuck),

the tension meter 1500 at the surface would read approximately 2200 kg. If, however,



one of the shuttles 1107 happened to get stuck on the obstacle 1504, the obstacle 1504

may bear the weight of one or more shuttles 1107 and the tension at tension meter 1500

would theoretically decrease by the amount borne by the obstacle 1504. In the

embodiment of FIG. 15, one shuttle 1107 is stuck on the obstacle 1504 and the obstacle

1504 bears the entire weight (40 kg) of the two most distal shuttles 1107. The tension

meter 1500 should read approximately 2160 kg when the obstacle bears the weight of

the last two shuttles 1107. Nevertheless, the precision of the tension meter 1500 when

weights increase (and are dominated by the weight of the wire line cable 1102) is

generally not high enough for an operator to quickly notice when a part of the acoustic

logging tool 1502 gets stuck. That is to say, the incremental difference between a

normal tension of 2200 kg and a stuck tension of 2160—in a dynamic system while the

acoustic logging tool 1502 is being lowered and tension is constantly increasing—is

difficult or impossible to detect conventionally. Further, the difficulty increases with

increasing depth and longer lengths of cable.

[00103] However, according to some embodiments, tension measurements local

to the acoustic logging tool 1502 do not change with increasing depth and may be easily

detected. For example, in one embodiment, the logging head 1106 comprises a first

tension meter 1510 capable of reporting a measured tension uphole. Under normal

conditions for the exemplary weights shown in FIG. 15, the first tension meter 1510 at

the logging head 1106 will measure a relatively constant 200 kg. When one of the

shuttles 1107 gets stuck on the obstacle 1504 and the obstacle 1504 bears the weight of

the final two shuttles 1107, the first tension meter 1510 measures approximately 160

kg. The incremental difference between 200 kg and 160 kg is significant and easily

detectable and may very quickly indicate to an operator that at least a portion of the

acoustic logging tool 1502 is stuck. The tension meter 1510 at the logging head 1106



(and/or other downhole locations) reports certain fixed weights or tensions when the

tool 1502 is descending. If the tool 1502 stops descending, the tension meter 15 10

signals a change and the operator can stop spooling (or a computer that controls a winch

may stop spooling) the wire line cable 1102. If an operator can quickly stop spooling

when something gets stuck, there is a much smaller chance of the wire line cable 1102

tangling over the shuttles 1107.

[00104] Moreover, even more pronounced relative changes in tension may be

detected by including other or different distributed tension meters at the acoustic

logging tool 1502. For example, as shown in FIG. 15, in one embodiment there may be

a tension meter 1512, 1514, 1516, 1518, 1520 at each of subsequent shuttles 1107. As

shown in FIG. 15, to the left of the sensor array 1104 are the tensions measured at each

tension meter under normal and stuck conditions. As shown, when the penultimate

shuttle 1107 is stuck on the obstacle 1504, the tension meter 1518 at the stuck shuttle

1107 will change from a measurement of approximately 40 kg down to 0 kg. Each of

the other local tension meters measures a similar change in tension. Including the

tension meters 1510, 1512, 1514, 1516, 1518, 1520 at various locations along the

acoustic logging tool 1502 not only facilitates detection of a stuck tool, but also where

or what part of the acoustic logging tool 1502 is stuck. The 0 kg reading by tension

meter 1518 may give an operator clear indication of where the acoustic logging tool

1502 is stuck.

[00105] If the operator or a computer recognizes that a portion of sensor array

1104 is not descending, it is possible to stop spooling and possibly pull the acoustic

logging tool 1502 out of the borehole with everything intact. Further, if a distributed

tension sensor (such as tension meters 1512-1520) indicates a value that is lower than a

value when the array is stationary, then the operator or a computer may recognize that



the shuttles 1107 downhole of the low-sensing tension meter are receiving higher drag.

In such a circumstance, the operator or computer can reduce spooling speed and avoid

small or unusual borehole anomalies that might otherwise totally obstruct or trap

collapsing shuttles if descending at a higher speed.

[00106] When the descending speed of the acoustic logging tool 1502 is

accelerated, the distributed tension is reduced until the descending tool 1502 reaches a

constant velocity. Monitoring the distributed tension meters' measured values allows

positive tension to be maintained. A negative tension would indicate that the wire line

cable 1102 may be pushing a shuttle 1107 down, which may result in tangling.

Currently it is unlikely that an operator would have any idea when the shuttles 1107

begin to collapse on each other, but by applying principles described herein he can

greatly reduce the chance of tangling during deployment. During a deployment of the

acoustic logging tool 1502, the speed of decent may be controlled manually or

automatically according to monitored tension. If tension falls, the deployment speed

can be reduced. If tension measurements reach zero or become negative, the winch may

be stopped. Further, if the acoustic logging tool 1502 is stuck, the distributed tension

meters 1512-1520 may indicate where the tool is stuck, especially if the tool is pulled

up from surface. Measured tension above the stuck point indicates full tension. The

tension sensor below the stuck point, on the other hand, will indicate no change in

tension even after the tool is pulled.

[00107] Downhole tension meters on the logging tools may be implemented for

various tool arrangements in any number and in any configuration (including the

configuration of FIG. HB). One downhole tension meter or many downhole tension

meters may be used with or without an uphole tension meter. As shown in FIG. 16A, in

some embodiments the acoustic logging tool 1502 includes one or more tension meters



and is arranged with the proximal acquisition electronics section 1108 and the distal

sensor array 1104. In the embodiment of FIG. 16A, a tension meter 1600 is arranged

at a distal end of the acquisition electronics section 1108 and at each shuttle 1107. An

arrow 1602 points to a magnified potential configuration of the tension meter 1600 in

relation to the weak point 1418 between the acquisition electronics section 1108 and the

sensor array 1104. The weak point 1418 may facilitate separation of the acquisition

electronics section 1108 from the sensor array 1104 if a component of the sensor array

1104 is stuck. Likewise, there may be a weak point 1606 between adjacent shuttles in

the interconnect cable 1109 and a tension meter 1608 at each shuttle 1107.

[00108] The one or more downhole tension meters may also be used in the

opposite arrangement shown in FIG. 16B wherein the sensor array 1104 is proximal of

the acquisition electronics section 1108. Each weak point 1606 may be actively cut in

some embodiments by sending a command from surface to, for example, inject a current

and cause chemical etching. Further, each weak point 1418, 1606 may be designed for a

specified strength—such as arranging the strongest proximally and weakest located

distally~so that over-pulling always breaks the weak point nearest to the bottom (or

just above a stuck point). In such circumstances, information related to where the tool

is stuck may not be needed, as there may always be a weak point just above the stuck

point, which will always break by over-pulling. The multiple weak point arrangement

described above may be useful for slick-line operation.

[00109] Returning to FIG. 14, some additional details of the logging head 1106

of the acoustic tool 1101 are shown according to one embodiment. The wire line cable

1102 comprises a strength member that will not normally break. The wire line cable

1102 ends at a cable strength termination 1430. The weak point 1418 is adjacent to the

cable strength termination 1430 and will break upon the application of a predetermined



force or tension and allow the wire line cable 1102 to be retracted in the event the tool

1101 become stuck. The tension meter 15 10 may also be located at the weak point

1418. FIG. 14 also illustrates the interconnecting cable 1109 that facilitates

communication uphole. A feedthru, for example an electrical feedthru 1432 facilitates

passage of the interconnecting cable 1109 into and through the logging head 1106 and

the remainder of the acquisition electronics section 1108.

[00110] The tension meter 15 10 (and the downhole tension meters mentioned

above) may comprise any apparatus capable of measuring and reporting a tension,

strain, or weight value or difference. For example, FIG. 17 illustrates one arrangement

for the tension meter 1510. According to the embodiment of FIG. 17, the tension meter

1510 comprises a conductor 1740 arranged along the wire line cable 1102. Electrical

resistance through the conductor 1740 changes when the conductor 1740 is elongated or

shortened. It is well known that the change in resistance due to change in the length of

the conductor 1740 may be calibrated to measure and report tension. The tension meter

1510 between the wire line cable 1102 and logging head 1106 may monitor the

relationship between a fishing tool such as overshot fishing tool 1200 (FIG. 12A) and

the logging head 1106. When the drill pipe 1206 (FIG. 12A) is advanced to the point of

latching the fishing tool 1200 on to the logging head 1106, a change in tension is

measured and reported by the tension meter 1510, and an operator knows he can halt the

drill pipe advance and instead retract and retrieve the stuck acoustic sensor tool 1101 .

[00111] The tension meter 1510 may be exposed to and sensitive to well

conditions. Therefore, according to another embodiment illustrated in FIG. 18, the

tension meter 1510 may be wired from a pressure protected housing 1844. The pressure

protected housing 1844 sees tension at the logging head 1106 and a communication or

wire connection 1846 from the tension meter 1510 may interface with appropriate



measurement electronics in the acquisition electronics section 1108. According to the

embodiment of FIG. 18, there is no need for feed-thrus to bring a wire or other

communication connection through a pressure-tight housing. The tension meter 1510 is

protected from pressure and other well conditions.

Industrial Applicability

[00112] The present specification has applicability for both performing

borehole surveys for planning well bore drilling and production and for monitoring

borehole data during actual well production. Such borehole surveys include borehole

seismic surveys and such monitoring of borehole data includes temporary or permanent

monitoring. One embodiment comprises a plurality of the shuttles comprising borehole

sensors attached along a cable line and spooled down the borehole for permanent or

temporary monitoring of seismic data. The plurality of borehole sensor arrays that are

attached along the wire line enables the system to record simultaneous multi-level

acquisition seismic data. One embodiment utilizes a plurality of these seismic sensor

arrays each housed in a plurality of shuttles having acoustic isolation and magnetic

clamping capabilities. One embodiment utilizes fiber optic geophone technology. Fiber

optic technology has the ability to multiplex multiple channels at a high data rate,

thereby satisfying the demand for acoustic and seismic imaging applications which

require a large sensor array with high data transmission capabilities. Use of fiber optic

technology in certain embodiments also allows for a greater number of shuttles because

of the smaller profile, lighter weight and the fact that no downhole electronics or power

from the surface is required.

[00113] One embodiment is operable to spool downhole a wire line or coiled

tubing conveyance having a plurality of shuttle sensor packages spaced along the

conveyance. Shuttles can be optionally embedded in the conveyance as shown above.



The sensors can optionally all be attached in a conveyance sensor section as shown in

FIGS. H A and HB. In the arrangement shown in FIG. HB, the sensor array 1104

may be proximal of the larger components such as main electronic units, battery units,

and weights. Placing larger or heavier components below the smaller diameter sensor

array 1104 may facilitate advancing of the sensor array 1104 into a borehole. As

discussed above, a weak point 1418 (FIG. 14) in the conveyance can be positioned

between the sensor array 1104 and the larger components (e.g. acquisition electronics

section 1108) such that if the larger components get stuck during retraction of the tool,

the spooling mechanism can apply sufficient tension to the conveyance such that the

conveyance is cut at the weak point 1418, leaving the larger component downhole to be

fished later.

[00114] There has been described and illustrated herein various embodiments

of methods and apparatus for downhole seismic data recording or other processes.

While particular embodiments have been described, it is not intended that the invention

be limited thereby. Therefore, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various

changes and modifications may be made to the invention as described without departing

from the spirit and scope of the appended claims.

[00115] The preceding description has been presented only to illustrate and

describe certain embodiments. It is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the

invention to any precise form disclosed. Many modifications and variations are

possible in light of the above teaching.

[00116] The embodiments and aspects were chosen and described in order to

best explain the principles of the invention and its practical application. The preceding

description is intended to enable others skilled in the art to best utilize the principles in

various embodiments and aspects and with various modifications as are suited to the



particular use contemplated. It is intended that the scope of the invention be defined by

the following claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. An apparatus, comprising:

a borehole conveyance system tool, the borehole conveyance system tool

comprising:

a conveyance;

a sensor array disposed on the conveyance;

an acquisition electronics section disposed on the conveyance distal of the

sensor array.

2. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the acquisition electronics

section comprises a logging head, telemetry electronics, and acquisition electronics.

3. An apparatus according to claim 2, wherein the logging head comprises a

weak point and a tension meter, the tension meter capable of reporting a measured

tension.

4. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the sensor array comprises a

plurality of spaced acoustic receivers.

5. An apparatus according to claim 4, wherein the sensor array comprises a

distal end of the conveyance.



6. An apparatus according to claim 4, wherein the conveyance is a wire line

cable and wherein each acoustic receiver is packaged in a shuttle, the shuttle being

approximately flush with an outer diameter of the wire line cable.

7. An apparatus according to claim 4, wherein the conveyance is a wire line

cable and wherein each acoustic receiver is embedded in the wire line cable.

8. An apparatus according to claim 1, further comprising a downhole tension

meter, capable of reporting a measured tension, between the sensor array and the

acquisition electronics section.

9. An apparatus according to claim 8, further comprising a weak point

disposed between the sensor array and the acquisition electronics section.

10. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the sensor array comprises a

plurality of acoustic receivers, and further comprising a tension meter, capable of

reporting a measured tension, disposed between at least one adjacent pair of acoustic

receivers.

11. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the sensor array comprises a

plurality of acoustic receivers, and further comprising a tension meter, the tension

meter capable of reporting a measured tension, disposed between each adjacent pair of

acoustic receivers.

12. An apparatus according to claim 11, further comprising a weak point

disposed between each adjacent pair of acoustic receivers.



13. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the sensor array comprises a

plurality of acoustic receivers, each acoustic receiver attached to another adjacent

acoustic receiver by an interconnect cable, the interconnect cable comprising a weak

point and a tension meter.

14. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the conveyance comprises a

wireline logging cable.

15. An apparatus according to claim 1, further comprising a hollow fishing

tool, the hollow fishing tool comprising an internal passage capable of sliding over the

conveyance and over the sensor array, the hollow fishing tool comprising a grabbing

mechanism for grabbing the acquisition electronics section.

16. An apparatus according to claim 15, wherein the hollow fishing tool is

attached to a distal end of a drillpipe.

~ 17. An apparatus according to claim 15, wherein the grabbing mechanism

comprises barbed teeth configured to grab a logging head of the acquisition electronics

section.

18. A method, comprising:

conveying a seismic sensing tool into a borehole, the seismic sensing tool

comprising a sensor array and an acquisition electronics section disposed distal of the

of sensor array;

weighing down the sensor array with the acquisition electronics section.



19. A method according to claim 18, further comprising:

sensing tension between the sensor array and the acquisition electronics section

with a downhole tension meter located local to the sensor array and acquisition

electronics section;

reporting a tension measurement value uphole from the tension meter.

20. A method according to claim 18, further comprising:

sensing tension between sensors of the sensor array with one or more downhole

tension meters located between adjacent sensors;

reporting a tension measurement value uphole from the one or more tension

meters.

21. A method according to claim 18, further comprising:

feeding a fishing tool over a conveyance of the seismic sensing tool;

sliding the fishing tool over the sensor array;

grabbing a head of the acquisition electronics section with the fishing tool;

retrieving the acquisition electronics section.

22. A method according to claim 18, further comprising:

breaking a weak point between the sensor array section and the distal acquisition

electronics section;

conveying a fishing tool to the acquisition electronics section;

grabbing a head of the acquisition electronics section with the fishing tool;

retrieving the acquisition electronics section.



23. An apparatus, comprising:

an acoustic logging tool, the acoustic logging tool comprising:

a conveyance;

an acquisition electronics section disposed on the conveyance;

a sensor array disposed on the conveyance;

at least one tension meter capable of measuring and reporting a

tension value local to the acquisition electronics section and the sensor array.

24. An apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the at least one tension meter

comprises a tension meter between the acquisition electronics section and the sensor

array.

25. An apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the at least one tension meter

comprises a tension meter between one or more sensors of the sensor array.

26. An apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the at least one tension meter

comprises a tension meter at a logging head of the acquisition electronics section.

27. An apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the acquisition electronics

section is arranged distal to the sensor array.



28. An apparatus, comprising:

an acoustic logging tool fisher, the acoustic logging tool fisher comprising:

a hollow mandrel having a first end attachable to a drill pipe and a second

end, the hollow mandrel comprising passage therethrough;

an open-mouth taper at the second end;

an acoustic logging tool grabbing mechanism.

29. An apparatus according to claim 28, wherein the grabbing mechanism

comprises a plurality of barbed teeth extending radially inward from the passage for

grabbing a head of an acoustic logging tool.

30. A method, comprising:

fishing out a stuck logging tool, comprising:

feeding a hollow fishing tool over a wire line cable;

grabbing the logging tool;

retrieving the logging tool.

31. A method according to claim 30, further comprising feeding the hollow

fishing tool over an acoustic sensor array before grabbing the logging tool.
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